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BEYOND I We have roamed the galaxies in search of meaning, to realize it can only be found within. As life passes us by, a collective consciousness dawns upon us – That we must dive beneath the surface
and look beyond the material. Technological advancement, a craving for community and a sense of responsibility for the planet intertwine as we seek to remodel fashion.

FUTURE CRAFT

In the ever-shifting state of the world, we seek to craft a blended, balanced way of living – with industrial innovation and skilled technical precision, an innate
knowledge that all will be well. The future is forward.
Colors:
A quiet range of light
and greyish blues
with energized bright
accents.

Fabrics:
Sleek / advance
Thermal insulation
Weightless
Synthetic microfiber
Compact jersey, 3D knit
Recycled polyester
Bio polymer
Wool flannel
Polar fleece
Metallic laminated
Silicone coated

COLOR THERAPY
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A spectrum of shades as bright as the sun and as deep as the ocean – Colors both playful and powerful elevate the everyday and transform the
ordinary to the extraordinary. Capture our imaginations and excite our emotions!
Colors:
Joyful mid-tones
and sporting brights
merge with Classic
darks

Fabrics:
Retro / modern
Woollen felt, wool crepe
Stretch gabardine
Playful intarsia knit
Oversized check
Multi color stripe
Synthetic leather
Spandex & latex
Tech fleece
NFT & graffiti art
Abstract geo
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DONEGER I TOBE
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HYPER NATURE

Lost in a digitally driven age, we yearn for reconnection to the earth and for preserving her bountiful beauty. Here, technological transformation collides with
ecological enchantment to create a bio-digital dreamland.
Colors:
Aesthetic misty and
saturated forest tones,
lightened with artificial
luminescence

Fabrics:
Classic / sustainable
Bulky blanket
Handloom tweed
Country plaid
Bio leather & faux fur
Weatherproof nylon
Eco dye & bio wash
Fair-isle, crochet knit
Corduroy & moleskin
Digital floral print
Camouflages

SPIRIT QUEST
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An inner journey to the depths of our being causes us to look beyond the material and envision a different life – We reimagine spirituality and rethink our values,
desires, and dreams as we set out to uncover the profound secrets of this fantasy life.

Colors:
Mystical meadow and
dramatic darks. Mineral
gold and quartz add
sophistication.

Fabrics:
Luxurious / dramatic
Feather & fur
Fine suiting
Fluid & supple
Chiffon, organza
Intricate lace
Filigree jacquard
Mineral lustre & shine
Liquid lame & lurex
Ornate applique
Decorative print
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